
“We strongly believe that our 
future is in the hands of the 
young folks.”-Mutulu Shakur
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TOWARD INTEGRATION
AND APPLICATION  



What is resonating so far…
What questions are arising…

How might we integrate … 

What’s on your mind today?



To ensure the best audio quality for the duration of our session, please mute mics when not 
speaking and go off video if you are moving.

If available, you can click on “CC” on the bar at the bottom of the screen for closed 
captioning. 

If you have a link to resources you’d like to share or questions for the group…chat! Chat 
is the best option. 

We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need to end the 
presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration information email.

If you have audio or technical issues during the session, the chat box is open for you to 
communicate with us so we may assist you. Please private chat us.

We want to hear what you think about today’s event! Please take a moment at the end of 
today’s session to complete a brief survey for us.

Follow us on social media!

Today’s Tech Logistics

@MHTTCNetwork @healingschoolcommunities

https://bit.ly/mhttc-smh-hsc-cop-session7-survey


Disclaimer

This presentation was prepared for the MHTTC Network under a cooperative agreement from the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). All material appearing in this 
presentation, except that taken directly from copyrighted sources, is in the public domain and may be 

reproduced or copied without permission from SAMHSA or the authors. Citation of the source is 
appreciated. Do not reproduce or distribute this presentation for a fee without specific, written authorization 

from the MHTTC Network Coordinating Office. This presentation will be recorded and posted on our 
website. 

At the time of this presentation, Miriam Delphin-Rittmon served as SAMHSA Assistant Secretary. The 
opinions expressed herein are the views of the moderator and panelists and do not reflect the official 

position of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), or SAMHSA. No official support or 
endorsement of DHHS, SAMHSA, for the opinions described in this presentation is intended or should be 

inferred. 





Visit our website at www.mhttcnetwork.org 

http://www.mhttcnetwork.org/


Healing 
School 
Communities  

Community 
of Practice

Our goal is to build a 
network of support among 
school communities that 
strengthens our capacity to 
lead in challenging racial 
violence while forging school 
cultures and climates of 
healing and wellness.



INTRODUCTIONS
❑ Who are you?

❑ What role do you 
play in 
supporting 
mental health?

❑ Where are you 
joining us from?

Introductions: Waterfall in the Chat Box



Tue. 8 Feb. 2022

Session One: Shifting 
the Dominant 
Paradigm to Center 
Student Wellness

Tue. 15 Feb. 2022

Session Two: Beyond 
Schooling: Toward 
Models of Education & 
Youth Protection

Tue. 22 Feb. 2022

Session Three: 
Culturally Sustaining  
and Healing Centered 
Pedagogy

Tue. 1 Mar. 2022

Session Four: 
Cultivating Joy and 
Healing Through 
Pedagogy and Practice

Tue. 8 Mar. 2022

Session Five: 
Interrupting/Examining 
the Impact of 
Oppression and 
Resistance on Student 
Wellness

Tue. 15 Mar. 2022

Session Six: Centering 
Wellness While 
Humanizing School 
Systems Change

Tue. 22 Mar. 2022

Session Seven: Toward 
Application and 
Integration 



Recalling Our Hopes and Needs

Hope to learn how to navigate 
the work of abolition while 
working inside the systems that 
cause harm.

Center students’ needs and 
realities, bringing these discussions 
to our communities, having these 
conversations with families.

So excited that we are shining light 
on the disparities that exist in 
education for BIPOC youth and 
giving energy to this conversation.

Art by: Faviana Rodriguez



What has it meant for you and your 
healing journey to be a part of this 
learning community?

Pause and Reflect



Brandon Santiago
Ghetto Film School



                                          Not about teaching writing 

But rather facilitating a space 
in which writing happens in the 

service of healing. 



Democratic community, bravery, and 
expectations for a participatory audience are our commitments to first sound.

Culture
It is vital to create safe(r) spaces where young people can experience a process 
of personal growth and transformation in an environment that enriches their 

artistic and intellectual development.



Life as Primary Text: Writing and seeing the world through your eyes, through your 
life, with your knowledge and interpretation. It is not limited to fact-based, 
first-person narrative.

Glossary

Urgency: Writing and talking about what you most need to talk about in that 
moment, at that time. 

First Sound: Allowing the thought to begin. The voice to be found. The First Draft. 
The First Time. What makes your shake.

Active Listening: Being present in all parts of the conversation. Allowing 
conversation to build on itself. Communication. Building community through engaged 
listening and chosen silence.



A key of being culturally responsive as a teacher is recognizing that you are a 
critical linchpin in helping students navigate both 

the content and the classroom community. 
        

- Zaretta Hammond



Noor Jones-Bey
Cultivating Joy and Healing 
Through Pedagogy and Practice

Dr. Tiffani Marie
Beyond Schooling: Toward Models 
of Education & Youth Protection

Jerica Coffey
Culturally Sustaining and Healing 
Centered Pedagogy

Dr. Kenjus Watson
Interrupting/Examining the 
Impact of Oppression and 
Resistance on Student Wellness

Dr. Patrick Camangian
From Coping to Hoping; Teaching 
Students to Thrive Through Social 
Trauma

Brandon Santiago
Ghetto Youth Film School 



Ten Minute 
Mini-sessions

1. You will be invited to join a breakout group.

2. Faculty members will take turns joining your breakout group for 10 
minute conversations that explore integration and application related 
to healing school communities.

3. We will return to the full group for further discussion and share out.



How did it feel to be 
a part of this 

conversation?

How do you hope to 
grow as a result of 

your learnings?

What within your 
work might you begin 
to interrupt because 
of your learnings in 

this CoP?

What does this CoP 
make you still 

wonder about as it 
relates to healing 

school communities?

Closing Reflection



“We not only must 
remember where we have 
been but we must also 
understand where we have 
been.”- Ella Baker



For joining us. For trusting us. For building with us. 
For creating this community. 

THANK YOU.



Evaluation Information

•The MHTTC Network is funded through SAMHSA to 
provide this training. As part of receiving this funding 
we are required to submit data related to the quality 
of this event.

•At the end of today’s training please take a moment to 
complete a brief survey about today’s training.

Access here:
http://ttc-gpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=0088220154&n=M

http://ttc-gpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=0088220154&n=M


Connect with the MHTTC in your region

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/selection

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/selection

